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I.

DESCRIP.rION OF STUDY AND PURPOSE

Much has been written and said today of the
need for improved curriculum., for better prepared
teachers, for new schools with more advanced equipment,
and for better physical care of the child. There is no
intention of minimizing the importance of these factors
but there is intent to indicate the influence of the
home environment of the child on their effectiveness.
The purpose of this study was to: (1) determine whether
the home environment influences the ability of the school
to aid the individual to become a person of worth to himself and to society, (2) encompass the many factors that
influence the behavior of the adolescent girl, (J) relate research and the process of interpretation.
Quite frequ~ntly when a student has problems in
school, there are certain factors of the home environment that seem related. The following case studies were
of three adolescent girl& between the ages of fifteen
and seventeen who were in senior high school. This
paper will: (1) outline problems of these students;
describe accompanying home backgrounds; (2) provide
research material that seems related to conditions: of
these homes; (3) present an opinion of the nature and
depth of the problema. The problems used are problems
in school, problems of a socio-emotional nature which
influenced the academic achievement and personal
development of these students. The material in this
paper was based on the writer's: (1) observation of
students, (2) talking to parents, (J) studying counselor records, and (4) talking with the counselor.
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Definition of Terms
Home environment refers to the basic social,
emotional, intellectual, and cultural values that center
around a group of relatives living together and belonging to <::m.e household.
Adolescence is the process of becoming an adult
and extends from puberty to maturity. In addition to
pllJrsiological maturation, four major developmental
objectives are to be achieved before the process is
complete: (1) attaining emotional emancipation from
one's parents and developing genuine self-detexmination;
(2) becoming an integral part of a group of one's. peers;
(3) malting a satisfactory heterosexual adjustment; and
(4) establishing one's self as a person on his own outside the childhood home.
Submissive parents are those who permit the child
a great deal of freedom. These parents may allow themselves to be dominated by the child, accede to the child's
demands: and wishes, or indulge the child. These parents
cannot refuse a child's .requests, do not give him proper
training, may desert or neglect him, or may leave him
too much to his own resouroes.l
Cross-sectional studies are those comparing and
studying large groups of children 'and the isolating of
those characteristics which seem to appear almost always
at certain age levels.2
Longitudinal studies are studies that follow individual children over a period of years, so that their
patterns of growth are observed and charted.3
1Paul Henry Mussen and John Janeway Conger, Child
DeveloJ?!Ilent and Personalitz, (New York: Harper & Brothers,
I956), p. 333.
2Ibid., p. 334 •
. 3&l.ad;rs Gardner Jenkins, These Are Your Children,
(Chica.go, Atlanta, Dallas, New York: Scott, Foresman and
Co., 1953), p. 23.
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Background
The hypothesis of this paper was that, when
family discord is continually in evidence in white
lower and lower middle class families, the adolescent
girls between the ages of fifteen and seventeen from
these families m~ develop problems that can be related to such difficulties.
Children do not arrive at the high school doorstep without problems. Their problems have developed
over a period of years and the adjusting period of
adc>lescence adds additional stress to their lives that
m~ already be filled with anxiety.
Literature dealing with the problems of adolescents and their home environments is in general agreement that conditions in the home will influence the behavior of the child. Research information relates to
the adolescent, his problems, and whether home conditic1ns have been found to have any bearing on them. Information on the various adolescent problems were from
class observation, the students themselves, and from
home visitation. Other helpful information was gained
from the counseling office and grade school teachers.
The material from related literature refers to both
boys and girls.
Research indicates that children a.re human beings
who carry their previous experience with them and whose
behavior in the present is ve-ry much affected by what
has gone before; it confirms the deep emotional significance of parent-child relationship.
It is the complex of attitudes formed about
others in early childhood that determines in
large measure whether the adult shall be
secure or insecure, able to give and receive

-

II.

MAJOR FACTORS AND RESEARCH STUDIES THAT
RELATE TO PROBLEMS OF GIRLS AGE 15-17

The Emotional Climate of the Home
The emotional climate or atmosphere· that is
created by the feelings, whether expressed or repressed,
of the different members of the household may be favorable or detrimental to the personality development of
children and to adult fulfillment. This does not mean
that occasional family arguments are harmful, rather
they are conducive to good personality development of
the child. The family argument with outspoken expressions
of anger can serve to clear the air as long as the return to family harmony is communicated with equal tenderness and love. Where feelings of anger and doubt
persist, anxiety and tension are present. Quarrels which
can be settled, or open, direct-to-the child anger from
one parent which Cf?.?l clear up easily, leaving no gritty
residue, are often infinitely more helpful than the
underground circuit where no one becomes happy again.6
Most of the responsibility of the home emotional
climate lies with the parents. Although the mother is
given the greater credit or bla:m.e for the home atmosphere, part of her ability to perform capably is due to
the father's support (economic, psychological, emotional). If the father is secure in his masculinity and
equally important, if his wife respects him as a man, he
can wear an apron and help with the dishes and yet be to
his children the very essence of all that is fine in manhood. Parents need to get across to each other and to

~ Frank and Lawrence K. Frank, Your Adolescent at Home and In School, (New York: The fikirig Press,
1956), p. 131.
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their children the expression of love. .Feelings:
show in tone of voice, in gestures, in the we;y they do
their work, and in the we;y they talk to people. Because
we are human beings we need love and support--especially
when the life--task of rearing children ia involved.7
~hat children are strongly influenced by the
mother is indicated by Bowlby. At least six independent
workers reported that numerous delinquencies were observed in children who had grossly disturbed relationships with their mothers. Among the less pleasant were
persistent stealing, violence, egotism, and sexual misidemeanors. Bowlby cited examples of children who, because
of being moved from one home to another in early childhood, failed to receive the love and attention that is
necessary for healthy growth. ~he traits noticed were:
(1) inability to show any but surface feeling for anyone,
(2) no emotion where it would be normal, (3) deeeit and
( 4) evasion. 8
Other investigators have attempted to relate
school. children •·s maladjustments more specifically to
parental tensions. ~o illustrate, analysis of extensive ease history data of twenty-five behavior problema and neurotic children showed that almost all of
them had been rejected by their mothers, and most by
their fathers. Parent's were either unable or unwilling because of personalities, problems.:, or conflicts, to
accept the responsibilities of parenthood. The result
was rejection of their children and maintenance of only
erratic or' overcontrollizlg relationships with them. 9
7Ibid., p. 136.
8clohn Bowlby, Qhild Care a.nd the Growth of Love,

(:Baltimore:

Penquin :BOoks Inc., 1953), pp. 33-34.

9r4ussen a.nd Conger, P• 337.
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A longitudinal investigation by Hardy of the
home environment of 110 well-adjusted and 144 poorly
adjusted children from third grade to junior high was
studied. The basic data used were teacher's records,
objective ratings of the home and neighborhood surroundings:, and annual psychological interviews with parents
and children. From this report it was found:
••••• when the economic and material features,
of the homes were equally favorable for maladjusted and well-adjusted children; when
their parents were equally well educated;
when their hereditary background was equally
free from. the more obvious; forms of mental
instabilities; when all these conditions
were ruled out there still were signs of
parent incompatibilities, of family tensions,
or reduced supervisions, and of more complicating situations to wholesome development in the homes of the ma!B<1justed than in
those of their schoolmates.
Reports by Nye (1957, 1958) of parental adjustment show that the child's maladjustment (psychosomatic
illness, delinquency, strained parent-child relations)
mey be linked to mother-father tension. Thia material
indicated that an unfortunate emotional environment can
keep a child from becoming a well-adjusted adult.11

lOibid., P• 335.
11r4sx. L. Hutt, Enc,cloRedia of Educational Research, (Jrd Edition, Newark: Macmillan, 19So), p. 965.
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The research material is summarized in the
following table showing the factor influencing the
emotional climate of the home and the student problem
or problems that are related.
Related Problem
Hbme hctor
1. :Pamily tension • • • ..Psychosomatic illness,
delinquency, strained
parent-child relations
2. Poor mother-child_
relationships in early years. • .Persistent stealing,
no emotional response
where it would be
norm.al, lack of concentration in echool, deceit and eTasion, no
real feeling, no capacity to care for people
or to make true friends
1• Deficient warmth and
responsiveness to children'&
needs~ • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • .Demanding or clinging
child, unable to wait
or share, delinquency

9

Socio-economic Status·
Various studies offer evidence that students
from the lower economic status group have a much more
difficult time stqing in school. The father's; occupation is an indication of th~ family social status.
The Texas Youth Study of problems of families with
teenagers found that when families have had wider
experience and broader opportunity to participate in
their culture, the children show it in relationships,
attitudes, school adjustment, and personal adjustment.13
A study by Francis of the sources of class
difference in adjustment (thirty families, including
fifty-six children) included a typical, solid, conservative middle class and a poverty-stricken, degenerating area lower class. Material gathered was on the
basis of a psychiatric interview with the children and
their parents. S,ignificantly, poverty, over-crowding,
available recreational space, and neighborhood appearance, were !!2,1 found to be related to personality
development. Parental behavior and attitude variables
the child encounters in the home were associated with
healt~ adjustment in children.
These factors were:
care in the upkeep and furnishings of the
home; knowledge of children's schoolmates;
interest in child's school progress; allowing the child to go awa:y from home with
other children; giving freedom in recreation
pursuits; allowing use of spending money as
the child pleases; parent's attending entertaimnents.J.4
l3:aernice Milburn Moore, "The Case for Education
for Home and Family Living", (The Hbgg lfoundation for
Mental Healthf The University of Texas, Austin, Texas:
June 30, 1962 J , :p. 2.
14.Mussen and Conger, :p. 348.
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The widely varying types of attitudes and values
that exist in homes of different socio-economic levels
do affect academic progress. If there is sharp conflict
between what the school is trying to promote and the
viewa held by the members of a home, a reflection will
be seen in the child's behavior and attitudes: toward
work. A student, who persists in acquiring an education
beyond the level which the home considers desirable,
may find himself rejected by the social class to whioh
he belongs. 1 5 Observation in class by the writer has
been that adolescent girls are very conscious of their
social status:. Many s:poke out in resentment of being in
an outer circle of their peer group or of laok of attraotive clothing•
Recent research indicates pretty clearly what any
wise person might have guessed; broad conclusions and
stereotyping of the effects of wives• and mothers• working are very wrong. There is evidence that marital dislcord and the mother working produce anxiety in the child
that may result in inattention, inability to concentrate
or daydreaming. Other factors that have some bearing on
children's problems and the mother working are the arrangements made for care or supervision of the ohild
while the mother works: and the mother''s feelings and her
ability to carry out two roles--worker and homemaker.
Arguments: might be made that adolescents are old enough
to be le~ on their own. However, even adolescents need
consistent, warm, personalized attention, and contact
15Frieda Kiefer Merry and Ralph Vickers Merry,
The First Two Decades of Life, (New York: Harper & Rros.,
19So>, P· jo6.
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with an adult in the role of a parent for subsequent
good adjustm.ent.16
The research material is summarized in the
following table.
Home Factors
Related Problems
1. Lower or lowermiddle income status • • • • • .sensitive to lack of
money for clothes and
extra-curricular
activities, feeling of
not being accepted by
peers and teachers, richness of language expression unacceptable in class
2. Mother working and
a. Insuff ioient home
supervision • • • Skipping school, aggression, unable to wait or
share
~. Marital discord • Inability to concentrate,
inattentive
J. Teenager working
a. For himself • • • No problems
b. To help support
family
• • • Adjustment problems

16G1en Rogers Hawkes, Behavior and Developm.ent,
Harper, 1962), pp. 44-4;.

(New York;
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Education
Generally speaking, each generation goes farther in education. Although negative attitudes toward
school are quite often reflected by the child as a result of home influence, the real interest of some parents and community concern for education do cause many
adolescents to continue in spite of parent unconcern
or opposition.17
A specific type of education was not indicated
in the Texas Youth Study, but it was found that education of mothers and fathers is the source of and reason for development of youth toward maximum competence
in school, interpersonal relationships within the family, and their conception of themselves:. Education of
fathers was found to be imperative for family competence, and the education level of mothers was equally
important for a positive attitude toward society. The
greater the education of the mother, the less resentment toward family life style and the greater the feeling of security of young people within themselves and
with others. In cases where the fathers were professd.onals,, and the mothers were employed, it was noted
there were less problema with adolescents. The higher
the education of the parents, the more opportunities for
the children, a.nd the more they will ta.lee advantage of
these opportunities. In the case of the blue collar
family, tensions were high and there was greater tendency for adjustment problems of youth. ~he greatest
number of problems was found to be with adolescent
girls whose mothers had only an elementary education. 18
The education of parents has considerable influence on
the lives of young people.
l7Moore, p. 2.

l8Ibid., PP• 19-20.
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Research on the effect of education is:
summarized in the following table.
Home Factor
Related Problem
1. Elementary education
of parents • • • • • • • • • • • Youth tend to have
neg,ative attitudes
~oward society
2. Low value of education
by parents • • • • • • • • • • • Children tend to
ref le ct parent
attitudes by lackof interest, skiPping school
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Paz-en.ts:
Parents still play the major role in the socialization of their children. During the period of growth,
parents are more continuousl.7 with the child than are
any other features of his life. A child ma;r live in
different houses, have different teachers and pl83'Jlates,
but_ his parents are with him from birth to the time
when he steps out into the world as a mature man or
woman. Parents who show a sympathetic understanding
of the dynamic process of growth in which he is engaged
can be credited with much of his later accomplishments
in terms of material success and personal happiness. A
child seems to be what he is, because of the people he
lives with and because of the wa;r they manage to live
together. His thoughts and feelings will be influenced
by his relationships with his parents and with others in
his family. A report from a study of a group of badly
socialized adolescents showed that the giving of affection and understanding to the young child influences his
adjustment in adolescence. In the case studies of these
delinquents, the parents had appeared unable or unwilling
to engage in a warm and intimate relationship with their
children. The result for these children was the develOPment of a high depend.ency anxiety.19
Poor health of a parent was considered as a less
favorable factor in the home environment:
Studies show that poor health was reported by
eight times as •a.D1' fathers of the maladjusted
as of the well-adjusted children. This may be
psychologically significant for the child,
1 91ra Iscoe a.ad Harold w. Stevenson, Personality
Developaent, (Austin: U~iversity of Texas Press, 19585,
p. 161.
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since a parent who is ill may be irritable
and p28voke much tension and friction in the
home.
Many of our people, especially woman and chil-

dren, are living in families which are not complete in
the American sense. Someone is missing--usually husband and father. Let it be remembered that, although
divorce is an important factor in causing "incomplete"
families, death and desertion are highly significant:
•••• "it is estimated that eight million
children are living with one parent or
none because of iiea.kups, divorces, or
illegal unions".
Broken families are not always injurious. From
the Texas Youth Study there is evidence that children
reared by one parent displayed no great variation in
attitudes or personal and family adjustment. Youth
in families with stepparents in the upper socioeconomic levels reported greater stress and more problems within the family. In contrast, stepparents in
the blue-collar families evidently contributed to the
stability of the family group.22
Symonds compared the consequence of parental
domination or submission. The subjects were twentyeight pairs of children, between six and seventeen
years of age. Children of "submissive parents", were
rated as more disobedient, careless, irresponsible,

20irving D. Harris, Emotional Blocks to Learn~,
{New York: The Pree Press of Glencoe &Division of t4;
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., 1961), pp. 36-37.
21navid M. Fulcomer, "What Are Todq's Families
Like:" {Journal of Home Economics, Vol. 55, No. 9,
November 1963), P• 695.

22-oore, p. 7.
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stubborn, rebellious against authority, antagonistic,
forward and independent.23
A prescription for perfect parents would be
difficult because we are dealing not only with two people,
but also their interaction with each other. Individuals
differ in the way they can express affection and create
a stable environment for a child's growth to adulthood.
A home that makes a child feel that he is an individual
and that his wants and desires will be considered provides an atmosphere for good emotional adjustment to
society. Children are aware of mother-father tensions
long before parents think it possible, and their resultant behavior may show up in the form of reading or scholastic ability, defiant behavior or other poorly defined
aggressive attitudes, bodily symptoms, and in dozens of
other ways.24
Factors from the research material that seem
to apply to the case studies are listed in the table
below:
Home Factor
Related Problem
1. Siok parent • • • • • Tension among family members, scholastic ability,
inability to concentrate
2. One parent • • • • • (Problem is present if
parent is unable to cope
with child's needs),
scholastic ability, bodily symptoms
3. Submissive parent •• Aggressive, disobedient,
careless, irresponsible,
stubborn, rebellious
against authority, constantly pushing and testing

23mussen and Conger, p. 334.

24Ibid., P• 334.
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adults, antagonistic,
egocentricity
4 •. Mother-father
tension • • • • • • • Scholastic ability,
aggressive attitudes,
bodily symptoms,
reading problems
Other Factors
Divorce, perhaps because of the social implications, is often thought to be the main cause of
childrea~'s' problems.
However, divorce does not have the
same implication in all homes. Evidently the quality of
the parental relationship makes the difference. In
studies of the effects of divorce upon children's adjustments, the com.census of opinion is that although the
broken home mEcy" be one factor ma.king for maladjustment,
it is by no means the decisive one. In general, psychologists agree that unhappy, unbroken homes produce
the most disturbance in the child. They also feel that
children from broken homes are just as well adjusted as
those from unbroken ones, after the period of stress is
over. 25
That divorce does sometimes cause emotional
problems is brought out in a study of the effects of
divorce on daughters •
•••• it was observed that girls sometimes
develop deep hostility (if they are living
with the mother) toward the mother and
express either openly or in various disguised ways strong feelings of rese~rient
at being deprived of their fathers.
25Interview with Dr. R.

Ashmore Estates, Aug. 13, 1964.

6Prank

2

c.

and Frank, p. 228.

Arnold, Psychiatrist,
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Although perhaps not as important as the other
factors, it was found that elbow room had an influence
on family relationships, particularly those with adolescent girls. Not until rooms of five or more were available in a house was there a sense of adequacy.27
~he following table contains factors from
the research material that show a relationship to
the case studies.
Home Factors
Related Problem
1. Divorce (where
Dislike for mother,
quality of parent-child
poor scholastic achieverelationship is poor) • • • • • • ment, various disguised
problems
2. Inadequate housing •• With girls, resentment,
f am.il;r tension

27moore, p. 7.

III.

CASE STUDIES AND IN!fERPRETATIONS

All teachers study their pupils in one wa;y or
another a.nd in varying degrees of detail and understa.ndiag. Understanding the culture of a child's home and
th• relationships of the family contribute to the
teacher's ability to personalize and humanize education.
··The following studies are on adolescent girls
between the ages of fifteen and seventeen, who were
students in the writer's classes. The data on the
case studies are organized in a manner believed
easiest for reading, analysis, synthesis and interpretation. There is also less cha.nee of the bias of the
writer to cloud the interpretation. The findings from
research a.re examined to show their bearing on the case.
The ma.DJ" facets of the ease are then examined to show
the complexity of the factors that are involved.
Factors in these homes that bear a relationship
to adolescent problems are: (1) emotional climate of
the home, (2) the relation of the adolescent girl to
her pa.rents, (3) the parent's relation to each other,
(4) socio-economic status, (5) mother working, (6) education, (7) submissive parents, (8) divorce.
The S1DJ.ptoms as evidenced in classroom behavior
were: (1) underachievement, (2) deceit, (l) stealing,
(4) lying, (5) lack of emotional response, (6) rebellion asainst authority, (7) antagonistic attitude,
(8) skipping school, (9) dropping school, (10) fighting.
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Case History- of Study No. 1
Identifying data
Girl, lives in town, born in January, age 16,
junior in high school
Statement of problem
Thia student is not achieving up to par.
Teachers find that when this girl signs out to go to a
particular place, she does not go there. This student
has been known to steal things from other students and
from some classrooms. The kindergarten reports (this
student acted as student helper) this girl took money
from teachers and other student. helpers• purses, and
various articles from the kindergarten room. She returned these when told the authorities.would be notified unless she ciid. The grade school reported this
student had a record of stealing throughout the elementary- grades. This student shows little feeling
when an ~ttempt is made to discus~ why she did these
things. In regard to the kindergarten, she said she
hoped this would be bad enough to cause her to be sent
to her father. The student told the counselor at the
end of the year that she was going to live with her
father. The counselor reported this stude.nt had told
her this at the end of each year, since she entered high
school.'
Family a.ild social environment
:!a:ther--divorced, living in another state,
re-married
Mother--works in office, high school education,
age of parents, late thirties, mother-daughter relationship poor--mother gave very little attention, mother and
step-father alwa)"s having disagreements, mother worked
six d~s a week and there was little opportunity for a

21

positive mother-daughter relationship to develop
Step-father--chiropractor, early forties,
mother-step-father marital difficulties for several
years, some antagonism of daughter toward step-father
Siblings
None, step-brothers or sisters unknown
Attitudes in the home
Attitudes of the persons in the home seem to
have been of a submissive nature. The girl did not
complain of strictness or severe punishment. She did
complain of being ignored and of being left alone.
Economic status
Lower middle class; seem to feel there is a
value in education but do not take any interest in the
school, or their daughter's part in it.
Neighborhood
Home is located near a filling station, near
center of town, is small, well cared for in appearance,
attractive modest furnishings
Physical condition and history
Student reported from a doctor's examination
that she seemed to be generally under par physically.
This girl was vecy thin and admitted that her eat,ing
habits were poor. She stated that she is often left
to eat her evening meal alone and that if she eats
breakfast, it is by herself. This student fainted
twice during the year, mashed a finger severly,
twisted a knee, and was in the "sick" room on several
occasions.
Developm.ental history
Report from the California Mental Measurement
freshman year, I. Q. 109.
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This student reports that she is frightened when
she is left alone at night. She has repeatedly told the
counselor that she wants to go to live with her father.
She does not seem to have any great attachment for anyone else.
This student seems to have no close friends but
is' accepted by her peers. This girl could be very wann
and pleasant at times and very cold a few minutes later.
She was not able to tolerate criticism without extreme
rudeness.
Educational history
This student entered the school system at age
six and her attendance has been pretty regular. She
has had some unexcused absences this year. She seems to
have a definite desire to finish high school and plans
to do secretarial work. She has been in the girl's
chorus and has been a baton twirler.
Habits, adjustments
This: girl has very poor eating habits. She does
seem to have an interest in recreation. She enjoy&
dancing, swimming, sewing, took a First Aid Course, was
in •-Hand dates some. She seems to have many acquaintances but few close friends. In group work she was
neither a leader or a follower. She did not talce the
iniative to lead and did not follow any other leader in
her group. She had very little patience and tended to
be over critical.
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Research
Observation from some studies has been that,
girls who live with their mothers after a divorce become hostile to the mother and express in various disguised wa:ys strong feelings of resentment (Page 18,
Item 1). Other workers found that children who committed numerous delinquencies, who seemed to have no
feelings for anyone and were difficult to treat, were
found to have had disturbed relationships with their
mothers in their early years. Some of the typical
features in these cases were: persistent stealing,
inaccessibility, (exasperating to those trying to
help), deceit and evasion, often pointless, no
emotional response to situations where it is normal,
and a curious lack of concern (Page 8, Item 2). The
emotional climate that existed in this home seems to
have contained considerable parent tension over a
period of several years. During this time a desirable
mother-daughter relationship seems not to have been
built up. There is indication that scholastic ability,
aggressive attitudes, and bodily symptoms ma:y be the
result of mother-father tension (Page 17, Item 4).
This student skipped school some this year.
Research material indicates that when the mother works
and there is inadequate supervision in the home, skipping
school can be one of the results, (Page 11, Item 2).
The counselor had made some statements to the
girl to help her adjust to her situation. She said
that: (l) the girl was yearning for a situation about
which she had little knowledge; the father had married
again and possibly had other children; the stepmother
might not welcome a grown daughter added to the household; (2) the father had not written answers to her
letters, so evidently the situation was not too unsatis-
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factory to him; (3) she should look again at her present situation; she was accepted by her peers, had a
nice comfortable home, and attractive clothes; (4) she
was approaching the age where she could decide for herself where she would live. The parents were never available to come to the school for a conference.
Interpretation
The results of the opinions of experts are of
considerable value when one thinks about problem
students in groups. When considering an individual
case, there is less possibility for generalization
and it becomes necessary to examine all possible
causes for behavior. Ta.ken step by step from her
early childhood, there seem to be several possible
stresses that might influence her behavior. The divorce of her parents when she was eight years old
might account for certain aspects of her attitude
structure. Few generalizations can be made without extensive examinations of her feelings, but logic alone
would suggest that the tensions which preceded the divorce, no matter how disguised, would be felt by the
child. Evidently she had a very fine relationship with
her father, but this was ended. This one factor seems
to have had considerable influence in shaping her
attitudes a.nd emotional responses.
The strained relationship that currently existed
between mother a.nd daughter seemed to be of long sta.nding. The girl indicated to the counselor that she has
always had a desire to go to live with her father.
Perhaps the mother, considering the ex-husband as a
part of the unpleasant past, reacted coldly to the child's
feeling. The girl appeared to be of rather nervous;
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temperament. Changes are difficult for an adult;
they are even more painful for the child who does not
have the experience and understanding that might help
an adult to adjust. Appearances were that this girl did
not have the emotional support and understanding that
would have helped her through this period of change.
Absence of emotional security m81' have caused her to
take refuge in defense mechanisms and compensations.
A desirable mother-daughter relationship seems not to
have been built up. This laok of feeling loved and
attended Dl.01' have been the underlying reason for her
attitudes. The desire to return to a parent she had
not seen or heard from for eight years m81' have been
part of a deeper need to believe that someone cares.
The working housewife, the "moonlighter" doing
two jobs, is not an academic question but a fact of
modern life. The fact that the mother worked does not
seem as relevant as the lack of after school supervision and the inability of the parent to participate
in school affairs. Allowing the girl to shift for herself often in the evenings would not contribute to a
sense of belonging. Teenage girls are particularly
prone to have poor eating habits. Anxiety in itself
would tend to dull the appetite and eating alone with
little supervision would be added cause for a young
person to develop poor health habits.
The circumstances in the home, of the mother
and step-father having marital difficulty, would seem
to be another factor in this girl's poor adjustment.
W.ithout the marital difficulty this step-father would
have had difficulty in gaining his step-daughter's
affection. The tension of the home atmosphere would
understandabl.7 push the daughter into wishful thinking
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that the father was coming to take her away from this.
The combination of home problems and the emotional
insecurity built up over the years may have caused her
to gain satisfaction through a short-term respite such
as stealing.
The student's behavior at school is perhaps
easier to understand when the school attitude is
known. !he background of this student and the poor
health created JJJU.ch understanding and s1Jlpathy among
the teachers. Accidents, such as fainting, mashing a
finger, and spraining a knee were interspersed with
her misdemeanors. The regular occurrence of these migh1i
mean that the attention received was· not undesirable and
was perhaps sought.
Summary of Case Study No. 1
The counselor is not trained for psychoanalysis
but does act as a sounding board and can sometimes
help students develop insight into their own behavior.
In the writer's opinion, the counsel given this student was sound. The number and complexity of the
factors in thia:girl's background would lead one to
believe that they were the probable cause of her problems. Without help from the home the best hope for
self insight and self-acceptance would seem to be to
help the counselee re-evaluate her present situation.
The best that could be hoped for seemed to be to
alleviate some of the symptoms that caused or seemed to
cause the oounselee•s problems. The final action would
rest with the student because she has the primary responsibility for taking action in line with the counselor• s suggestions.
This school did not have the services of a
psychiatrist. Children with serious difficulties in
adjusting to home or school at the high school level,
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would be helped as much as possible by the counselor and
the parents advised that other professional help might
accomplish more.
This student is a senior in school now. The
school secured her part time employment as a dentist's
receptionist in the Diversified Occupations Program.
This student has told the new counselor that she plans
to go to live with her father after graduation.
The evidences of imbalance of giving and receiving of affection that occurred in early childhood
may remain with this individual throughout her entire
life. This early lack of emotional security would suggest a cause for a subtle unhappiness in human relations.
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Case History of Study No. 2
Identifying data
Girl, fifteen years old, born in May, sophomore
Statement of problem
Student skips school frequently, is underachieving, is belligerent in class, on occasion fights with
other students, is given to using unsuitable language in
the classroom.
Records from the grade school suggest this is a
similar pattern to behavior in the elementary grades.
Family and social environment
~ather--no record of whether father was legitimate
Mother--submissive attitude towards daughter;
mother-daughter relationship poor; daughter's remarks
relating to her mother indicated contempt; mother
appeared at loss to remedy her daughter's conduct;
mother unaware of good child rearing practices and was
unable to turn to teachers, guidance personnel or others
for help
Siblings--one step-brother, age four, father
unknown

Attitudes--mother cannot understand why daughter
is as she is
Discipline--submissive
Economic status--very low income, mother worked
in restaurant, family on ADC
QU.ltural status--indifference to education; no
books, magazines; girl felt that she was learning very
little of value in school
Neighborhood--poor section of town, extremely
poor apartment
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Physical condition and history
No known ailments, hands poorly cared for,
appearance dirty and careless
Developmental histori
Fear behavior--very much afraid of being sent
to Geneva
Love behavior--seemed not to care for anyone
except step-brother and another girl in school
Social development--rejected by peers
Educational histor'l
Entered school at age six
Grades were average to low; failed two subj·acts
freshman year; failing in school sophomore year
I. Q.--California Mental Measurement, freshman
year, 1963, 115
School adjustment--continuous discipline problem,
dislikes school, frequent truant
Educational plans and ambitions--wanted to quit
school, no known ambitions
Legal history
Delinquencies--picked up in adjoining town with
another girl and two boys where she had gone for weekend; more belligerent when returned to school
Habits, adjustment and satisfactions
Routine habits--skipping school
Play, hobbies, interests--none known
Sex habits--seemed interested in opposite sex,
sex knowledge questionable
Social habits--one known friend, could not lead
in group activity because no one would follow, could
not follow because she felt she was being pushed
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Research
The emotional climate of this home seemed to
have some effect on the resulting maladjustment of
the daughter. The poor mother-child relationship
might have been influential in the daughter's
delinquency. {Page 8, Item 3) Poor emotional climate
is a factor in causing low scholastic ability. The
failure of the parent to cope with the child's needs
would contribute to low scholastic success. (Page 16,
Item 2)
The significance of the low socio-economic
status was that this student was sensitive to having
less money and felt rejected by her teachers and her
peers. Research indicates this is typical of the
lower socio-economic child's feelings. {Page 11, Item 1)
The parent had an elementary school education
and was indifferent to the school. The girl's attitudes
were lack of interest, skipping school, and a very
negative attitude toward society. (Page 13, Item 1 and
2) The discipline of this parent was of a submissive
nature. The girl was aggressive, disobedient, rebellious against authority, and was constantly pushing
adults to see how far she could go. (Page 16, Item 3)
This student was most reluctant for any of the
school personnel to come to her home. The cramped and
unattractive living quarters of this family would suggest that inadequate housing would tend to cause some
family tension. (Page 18, Item 2)
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Interpretation
In a sense, this student had withdrawn
psychologically from school the year before. The
cultural deprivation of this home was such as to prevent or seriously hamper the utilization of this
student's potentiality in a creative manner. The lack
of a father in itself is significant. If the father is
not a part of the family group, if he is divorced or
deceased, this would be difficult for a child to understand. Even more difficult would be the explanation
to schoolmates. Not only is the father important in
the life of a child as a source of strength, support,
and protection, but there is also the problem of male
identification. In this home, there were no organized
meals, no organized opportunity for language exchange,
and no real interaction. The neglect of family living
would seem influential in this girl's inability to
express herself without using slang expressions. There
was little opportunity in the home for this girl to exchange conversation that would be conducive to developing a socially acceptable language pattern. Her response to neglect was made evident through socially
unacceptable profanity.
The chief socialization processes in this girl's
life appear to have had considerable influence in the
structuring of attitudes and in her set of values. The
mother, being the only parent the girl knew, could be
considered the most important influence in her daughter's
life. On the surface, perhaps, it could be considered
that this mother taught her daughter very little. However, much of a child's learning is by unconscious imitation and identification. Although the daughter ap-
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peared to have contempt for her mother, her careless
appearance was similar to that of the mother. While
parents cannot be held responsible for the whole development of the child's personality, they are the most
important influence in his life. There appeared to be
a complete absence of sound mother-daughter relationship.
In spite of this, the similarity in the mother-daughter
attitudes would imply the mother was teaching consciously or unconsciously by her behavior not only a
way of life and way of looking at the world, but also
ways of feeling about herself and others. The culture
into which this girl was born had left its imprint.
This mother worked at night and slept in the daytime. Our culture does not provide moral and financial
support for the mother who brings up children alone or
who must work in order to keep the family solvent. The
daughter had been responsible for supervising herself
and her younger brother for some time. Equally important,
there was little time to build a desirable mother-child
relationship. For all practical purposes the mother
was absent, physically and morally, both day and night.
The background of the mother would suggest that her
own childhood experiences would offer little guidance
in rearing children. The child seeing the parent had
no hard and fast standards would be able to push the
parent around as she chose. The mother's attitude toward education was one of indifference. One might
reasonably conclude that truancy and dislike of school
would be precipitated by lack of supervision and low
value of education in the home.
The emotional insecurity resulting from the home
life was compounded by being rejected by her peers.
The clue to such varied behavior as habitual absence,
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scholastic failure, attention-getting behavior and
other kinds of delinquency may have been partly due
to rejection by the group. The combination of emotional insecurity in the home, insecurity of adjustment in
school, and an explosive temperament would, understandably, cause her to seek some means of compensation.
However undesirable this student's behavior seemed to
others it may have been of value to her. In this manner she protected herself in the presence of difficulty by seeming not to care what others thought. In
some cases it removed her from what she would avoid,
i.e., classes and school.
The counselor and principal worked with this
student and talked with the mother. The behavior
pattern seemed to have been well established before
she reached the high school. Attitudes of teachers
were not as sympathetic as in Study No. 1. Although
unspoken, it is possible that feelings of rejection
may be transmitted by voice tone and facial expression.
The student alleged that the teachers did not like
her. The student's feeling of being rejected by the
school personnel would perhaps cause more aggressive
behavior. This combination of frustrating factors
which prevented the girl from obtaining satisfaction
at home or at school, would likely be seen as the
cause of the drop-out from school.
Summary of Case Study No, 2
The summary of this student's life could be
accounted for in one word, "rejection". Appearances
were that the student was rejected by the home, by her
peers, and indirectly by the school. This student's
early interpersonal relations seemed to have shaped
the personality patterns exhibited in adolescence.
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Case HistorY- of Study No. 3
Identifying data
Girl, fifteen years old, born in December,
sophomore, lived in the country.
Statement of problem
Student underachieving; involved in malicious
mischief; ruined some material of another student;
stole bulletin board letters
Behavior first noted near end of first semester
Fa.mi1y and social environment
Father-divorced, whereabouts unknown, never
mentioned
Mother--at home, seemed to have good motherdaughter relationship when visited in summer, age
forty-five
Step-father--factory supervisor, seldom mentioned
Siblings--older brother, working awe:y from home
Discipline--daughter complained that her mother
was too strict and often found fault with her
Economic status--lower middle class, mother
owned property in town
Cultural status--fa.mily regarded education as
important, some magazines in home, daughter liked to
read
Home--in country, attractively furnished
Physical condition
Appeared to be in good health, was not admitted
to sick room during the year. Larger than average for
her age
Developmental history
I. Q.--California Mental Measurement, freshman
year 99
Love behavior--seemed to have normal mother
attachment, not over or under
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Social ~evelopment--not a lot of friends, but
seemed accepted
Educational historz
Entered school at age six. School marks tend
to be average.
Was required to pay for another student's
equipment that was ruined. Not known to be truant
Educational plans and am.bitions--wants to be a
laboratory technician. Student has some ability, but
will need to work.
Habits, adjustments and satisfactions
Seemed to have regular hours for eating, sleeping
Play, hobbies-reading, swimming, cooking,
attended basketball and football games, belonged to
Science Club and FHA
Sex habits--did not date, seemed more lack of
opportunity than interest
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Research
This girl's parents were divorced when she was
nine years old. Research does indicate divorce is
a possible cause of student problems. In this case
it appeared that another divorce was imminent.
(Page 18, Item 1) The father was never mentioned in
conversations. There was no indication, as far as the
writer could detect, of any ill feeling between stepdaughter and step-father.
During the first semester the girls grades began
to fall. She was also involved in some stealing and
damaged some clothing supplies of another student. She
was frequently in the company of another student her
mother had asked her to ignore. The mother's reason
being the other student was frequently involved in
misdemeaners. The girl complained to the counselor
when called to discuss her grades that the mother was
overly strict and that she was always finding fault
with her. The research material indicated that family
tension seems to contribute to student maladjustment,
in the form of strained parent-child relations and
lower achievement. (Page 8, Item 1 and Page 17, Item 4)
The research material on poor health of a parent is
relevant to this case study; the mother had a major
operation later on in the year and had apparently been
in poor health during the year. (Page 16, Item 1)
Interpretation
The divorce in this student's early childhood
did not seem to structure any personality defects. The
record from the grade school showed average grades and
there was no indication that this student had been a
behavior problem. Indications were that the mother had
maintained a good relationship with her daughter up to

the present time. The sudden onset of undesirable behavior would suggest it was caused by present conditions rather than past conditions.
The home atmosphere would indicate a possible
cause of the girl's behavioral problems. In tracing
symptoms to the probable cause of behavior problems,
it is necessary to go back to the first divorce. Even
with careful handling, ~here must have been some
anxiety that the girl would have been bothered with at
that time. When the first divorce occurred, her older
brother was living at home. The brother's presence
in the home at that time may have been a factor in
her adjustment. She was now faced with a similar
situation without the brother's protectiveness. Her
intense anxiety over the uncertain home situation
could reasonably make concentration on school subjects
difficult.
The girl's behavioral problems would seem
partly due to the poor parent-child relationship.
There seems reason to believe that this girl would be
deeply hurt by the sudden shift in her mother's
attitude toward her. This apparent rejection would
seem to direct her feelings and actions to some form
of compensation. In all probability she was not aware
that she was trying to injure her mother in order to
sooth her own injured feelings. She said that she had
no idea why she had acted as she did.
The mother's operation seemed to visibly shake
the daughter. Whether the reason was feelings of guilt
over her own behavior or realizing the importance of her
mother in her life, her attitudes changed. The parental
friction seemed to disappear at this time also. The
lessoning of anxiety was evident in the improvement of
the student's grades and behavior.
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SUmmary of Case Study No. 3,
When students are behavior problems, it is easy
to conclude that the most outstanding factor of their
environment is the cause. In this student's case the
divorce of her parents when she was a child would seem
to be an underlying factor causing behavior problems.
However one event is seldom the sole cause of problems.
No doubt the first divorce had some bearing, but the
marital tension of the present and the mother's increasing strictness would seem to be the main factors
that caused this individual's behavior problems and
scholastic difficulty.
The mother's strictness and apparent difficulty
in getting along with the daughter at this time would
seem to be due to ill health and tension over marital
problems. The importance of a healthy parent-child
relationship seems well emphasized in this case study.
This girl is a junior in high school this year.
She still plans to be a lab technician. This interest
was increased when she visited her mother at the
hospital. She is an average student and this goal may
be difficult for her to attain. Part of the answer may
depend on the emotional security or lack of security
that her home provides her with.

IV. SUMMARY
That certain of these students were definite
"headaches" for the school is true •••• that the school
may have been an even greater headache for them is
undeniable. Emphasis on school marks, feelings of
inferiority over status that is particularly strong
in girls of this age, and dislike for school personnel
may add emotional stress to that built up by the home.
In these studies, low or low middle-class incomes were evident. GOod parent-child relationships
that contribute to emotional stability and security
were either entirely or partly lacking. The only
evidence of desirable parental attitudes or behavioral patterns to copy were in Study No. J. The
parent who evidenced the most interest in school did
not have the problem of her daughter skipping school.
In two of these families divorce was in evidence. As
individuals and as a society we sometimes make these
people feel so uncomfortable, so unwanted, and so
guilty that they are unable to be adequate family members. There is a strong probability they would feel
that they were unwanted at school.
Young people who are growing up without the sustaining values that used to exist in the traditional
family need help in achieving full utilization of their
capabilities. The great challenge of life for parents
and educators would seem to be to cause children to
mature into better parents. We need to attempt to provide a culture that is conducive to healthy, adolescent
growth, and also be concerned about our place in de-
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termining a good atmosphere for growth. Until we can
look at the problems of adolescents with the insight 0£
persons who care about the total situation of the child
in the family we are not going to provide any answers
for these problems.
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